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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [7] D. G. Moursund examined the problem of approximating xliz over 
an interval [a, b] (a > 0) by applying the Newton-Raphson iteration scheme 
to classes of polynomial and rational approximants. G. Meinardus and 
G. D. Taylor [6] have observed that the above problem may be posed in a 
more general setting and the results obtained by Moursund extended to the 
approximation of additional functions. Specifically, given a compact subset 
X of [a, b], let C(X) denote the space of all continuous real-valued functions 
defined on X normed by llfll = max(I w(x)f(x)i: x E X}, where w E C(X) 
and w > 0 on X. Let K be a convex subset of C(X) and @ a continuous 
mapping of K into C(X). The problem of interest was then to approximate 
g E @b(K) by elements of Q(M) where M is a subset of K consisting of members 
of a Haar subspace of C[a, b]. By imposing certain restrictions on CD, K 
and Al, Meinardus and Taylor were able to develop a theory for the above 
nonlinear approximation problem which is analogous to the classical 
Chebyshev theory. Moreover they were able to obtain results similar to 
those of P. H. Sterbenz and C. T. Fike [13] and R. F. King and D. L. 
Phillips [2] in the more general setting. Since the theory obtained has appli- 
cation to many iterative processes that can be used to approximate functions 
such as eX, In x and xlkil, IZ = 2, 3 ,... the following definition is made: 
DEFINITION. y E M is an optimal (or best) starting approximation for g, 
with respect to @ and M, if /I g - @(y)lj < 11 g - Q(q) I/ for all 4 E 44. 
In this paper we shall investigate the above problem for A4 a subset of K 
consisting of certain classes of rational functions. We shall be particularly 
concerned with the characterization of optimal starting approximations for 
certain choices of K. Uniqueness of best approximation follows from the 
characterization theorems as in the classical rational Chebyshev approxi- 
mation. Existence in the general setting is difficult to establish. The theory 
obtained will be applied to the Newton operator and optimal starting approxi- 
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mations calculated for x~, oi E (0, l), c?, and In X. Finally we shall indicate 
a number of additional iteration schemes for which the theory is also 
applicable. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC R~wrrs 
In what follows X will denote a compact subset of [a, b] containing at 
least nr + 72 + 2 points where m and ~7 are fixed for the discussion at hand. 
Let P,, denote the set of all polynomia!s p with 2~ < fz ($I denotes the degree 
of p) and set 
R,,,.,ja, b] = {p I q: p G P, ) q E P,, ) (9. q! = I, q > 0 on [a, bl).> 
where (a, n) = I denotes the fact that the polynomials p and y are relatively 
prime. 
In our development we wish to make J 1 se of the results and techniques 
of the classical Chebyshev rational approximation. Consequently we intro- 
duce the following definitions and results from the wclrk of Meinardus and 
Taylor [6]. We assume that K, M and @ are as described in Introduction. 
DEFiNITION 2.1. The operator @ is called pointwise strictly monotone 
at f E K if for each h, k E K we have 
I @(kj(x,) - @(f)(xo)! < / @(k)(x,) - @{j-)&J for each .Yg E x 
where either k(x,) < /7(x0) <f(x,) orS(xJ < &x,) < k(xo). 
DEFINITION 2.3. The operator @ is said to be pointwise fixed at ,f E K 
if !I E R with /2(x,) = f(xO) for x0 E X implies @(h){x,) = C3(f)(x,). 
Next we shall note that the composition of two COntiIXdGUs operators 
possessing the above properties is again such an operator provided that 
domains and ranges mesh correctly. 
LEMMA 2,4. Let @: K -+ C(X) and Z/J: L ---f C(X) be COillbitiOU~ opeuarors 
with @p(K) C L, @ pointwise strictly monotone and pointwise Jixed at ff PI 
and Z/J pointwise stric& motzotorze and poi77iwise j%ed at Q(j) E L. The’reFz 
@: K-t C(X) is a corztimlous poi7ttwise ftrlctiJ, mo,;otone oLOerafor a: f 
whirh is also pointwise fixed at f. 
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In general the notions of pointwise strictly monotone and pointwise 
fixed are independent. However if @: K + K, as is necessary if we wish to 
iterate with @, then the notions of pointwise strictly monotone and pointwise 
fixed are related according to the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2.5. If @,: K -+ K is a contizzuotzs operator on the convex set K 
which is pointwise strictly monotone at f E K then @ is pointwise fixed at f. 
For the sake of any iteration processes we may be interested in, we state 
the following corollary to the above lemma: 
COROLLARY 2.6. If @:K + K is continuous, @(f) = f for some f E K 
arzd 0 is pointwise strictly monotone at f E K then W: K -+ K dejined induc- 
tively by W(h) = @(@m-1(h)), no = 2, 3,..., satisfies P'(f) = f and Qm is 
pointwise strictly nzonotozze at J 
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF OPTIMAL STARTING APPROXIMATIONS 
We shall now specialize M and K and develop an alternation theory for 
characterizing optimal starting approximations which is similar to the classical 
Chebyshev theory. The following version of a well-known lemma from Rice 
[ 11, p. 791 will be used extensively. 
LEMMA 3.1. Given I’ = p/q E R,,?,Ja, b], T > 0 and any ordered set 
{xi} of s pozkts in A: s < 1 + max(m + 2p, n -/- aq}, there is a rational 
function I’, E Rm,n[a, b] such that(i) (I I; - r /Ia < 7 and (ii) q&(x) - I’,(X)) = 
(- l)‘fl, x E (xi , x~+~), i = 0, 1, . . . . s, w?zere x0 = a if x, # a and x,+~ = b 
zj-x, f b. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let 0: K + C(X) be a continuous operator, where K is 
a convex subset of C(X). Let M = K n R,,?,,[a, b] be a nonenzpty, relatively 
open subset of &?,,[a, b]. Finally, assunze that @ is pointwise strictly nzonotone 
andpointwisejixed at f E K N M. Then r E M is the best starting approximation 
for @(f) if and only if there exist points 
{X.i>jY”=, c A’, N = 2 + max(n2 + ap, n + aq}, 
for wlzich 
(i) x1 < xp < “- < xN , 
(ii) I 44(@(f>(x~) - @(r>(xd)l = II @(.I? - W-II, i = I,..., N, and 
(iii) sgn(f(xJ - r(xi)) = (-l)i+l sgn(f(xl) - r(x,)), i = l,..., N. 
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~+GG$ (,%ficiencyj. Since f $ &I we know that there exists a poi3t 
x0 E X for which f(q) + r(x,J. Thus jj Q(f) - @(r)ji f 0. SUPPOSE that 
j co(xi)(@(fj(xi) - @(rj(xi))I = 11 Q(f) - @(rj!~ and 
sgn(f(xJ - Y(Xi)) = (-l)ifl sgn(j”(.u,) - Y(X,)i, i = I,..., ,“i: 
Then @(f)(xi) + @(r)(xJ. Let r1 E M be SLK~ that ,I @(,C> - @(rI)ii < 
/I @3(f) - @(r)[l. At xi , i = I,..., IV, j w(x#lD(,f)(s,, - @(,(rlj(Xij)/ :z 
1 w(x;)(@(fj(xi) - @(rj(x,))l. N ow at each xi either r(xi> > f(.q) or 
r(x?) < f(xi) since @ is pointwise fixed at ,jC la the first case we have 
~(3:~) >, T~(.x~) and in the second case that r(xi> < Y~(sc~] by the pointwise 
strict monotonicity of @ at f. But this impiies r = r1 as in the standard 
rational theory. 
(Necessityj. Suppose that there exists (xi!~~, L X N’ < IV. Iv’ maxirzs’e 
on Whidi 1 6~(xJ(@(f)(.xJ - @(r)(xJ)i = !I @(jj - CD(r)11 and 
Let 1, , l2 ,~~~) Ilv, , be a collection of relatively open intervals in [a, b] SC& 
that xi E Ii ) Pi n jj = gj for i f j (Ii denotes the closure of Ii relative to 
[a, b]), a!1 extreme points = (x E X: I ~(x)(@(f)(s) - @(I’)(x))i = 
jl D(j) - @(r)lI) C uf:, Ii and for each extreme point in Ii the function. 
f - t’ has constant sign. Let 
where Ii’ denotes the complement of I[ with respect to [a, S], Y is a compact 
subset of X and I w(x)(@(f)(x) - @(y)(s))1 < /! CD(S) - oil for a!! ?I E 1’ 
By continuity there exists p > 0 for which 
nly j w(x>(@(J)(x) - @(I.)(xj)/ < 1~ @(j-j - @(Y)!’ - p. 
Next, let 
and 
sgn(f(x) - I’(X)) = sgnijf(xi) - r&))). 
W = IJ;l, Wi is a compact subset of X and so by continuity there exists 
r > 0 such that If(x) - r(x)1 > rl on W. Sei: 
.Zi = (X E X n Ii : / w(X)(@(fj(xj - @(r)(x))! 3 iii G(f) - @(r)ll 
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and 
w(f(x> - r(x)) f wuw - rw: 
and let Z = uzI Z, . Observe that 
I 4~>@Yf>(x> - @(r)(x))I -=c II @CO - @(r)ll for all x E Z 
by the construction of the intervals {Ii}. Finally, set 
Ui = lx E X n Ii : I 4x)(W>(x> - W)(x))1 < $11 Wj - @(r)ll) 
and let U = uriI Vi . Then by continuity there exists 6 > 0, 6 < p, such 
that 
Using Lemma 3.1, the continuity of @ and the fact that M is relatively open 
in R,,,,[a, b] we can select Ed > 0 such that for 0 < E < c1 , r= E M and 
Next, by continuity off and r, we can select Ed, 0 < Ed < Ed, such that for 
O<E< .+ , rE lies strictly betweenf(“x) and r(x) on W. By the strict mono- 
tonicity of @ at f we then have that 
Thus for E with 0 < E < Ed , r, is such that 11 Q(f) - @(rJij < I/ @(f) - @(r)ll. 
Finally, since A4 is relatively open in R,,,[a, b], we can select l s with 
0 < E~ < E$ so that r<, E III and II Q(f) - @(rG,)j] < /I G(f) - @(r)/. Thus 
rc, is a better starting approximation than r which is a contradiction and this 
concludes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If D(f) has a best starting approximation under the 
setting of the above theorem then it is unique. 
In the next theorem we wish to consider a characterization of the best 
starting approximation for Q(f) from a family of functions having restricted 
ranges. Much of the general theory for restricted range approximation by 
both polynomial and rational functions can be found in Taylor [14] and 
[15], Schumaker and Taylor [12], and Loeb, Moursund, and Taylor [5]. 
For our consideration let I(x), u(x) E C(X) with l(x) < u(x) for all x E X. 
Define K = (f~ C(X): Z(X) <f(x) < 21(x)} and set M = K n R,,,[a, b] 
which we assume is nonempty. 
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i) x1 < x, < ‘.’ < XN , 
(ii) / LL)(x.J (@(f)(Xi) - @(S)(Xi))I = /I @‘if) - @(sjll, s(x,) = Y(X<), OS 
s(xJ = &Xl), 
(ii;) sgn*(f(xij - s(q)) = (-l)i+l sgn*(Jf (.x1) - 2=(x1)), 
COROLLARY 3.5. Under the conditions oj* the abore rheorem the optimai: 
startirzg approximation for Q(f) is unique. 
In [9] A. Perrie examined the problem of rationa approximation Kt’ith 
osculatory interpolation. We shall now examine a probiem analogous to 
that considered by Perrie for our operator setting. Let X L [a, 61 be compact, 
( JJ~>~=~ a fixed set of p points in X with y1 < j:z < ~ _. < ~9~~ and (IE~>~=~ a 
fixed set of positive integers with nz* = zT=, ~2; < n -+ 1. We shall assume 
that X contains at least n + nz - n2* + p + 2 points. Furthermore, let 
{Q;),:=~ be a fixed set of p real numbers and define 
K = {fE C(X):f(ycj = ai 5 i = !, 2,...,p>. 
Let aij , i = l,..., p, j = 0, I,..., mi - 1 be a second set of real numbers 
where a, = ai, i = I,..., p and set 
As before we are interested in approximating g E B(K) by elements of Q(M), 
where @: K + C(X) is continuous. 
In the case of ordinary rational approximation we know that for each 
f~ C[a, b] there exists a best approximation from Rltz,,n[a, b]. However, in 
the case of interpolating rational functions we can no longer insure existence 
as is demonstrated by adapting the example of I-3, L. Loeb (31 to the operator 
setting. 
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For a fixed Y = p/q E R,,,[a, b] we shall write P,l + rP,, to denote 
the subspace (p + rq: p E P, , q E P,} of C[a, b]. Define 
S(r) = {h E P, + rP, : h(j)(yJ = 0, i = l,..., p, j = 0, l,..., ?zi - 1). 
It is straightforward to verify that S(r) is a d = (1 + max(n + aq, 
nz + ap’p> - nz*)-dimensional subspace of C[a, b]. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let @: K--f C(X) be a continuous operator which is point- 
wise strictly monotone and pointwisejixed at f E K N M where K and M hazie 
been deJned above. Then the following are equivalent: 
(0 r* = p* I q* E M is a best startilgg approximation for a(f) from M. 
(ii) Tlge zero element (0, O,..., 0) is in the convex hull of the set of 
d-tuples (o(x) 2: x E X and 1 w(x)(@(f)(x) - @(r*)(x))1 = 11 Q(f) - @(r*)ll}, 
where a(x) = sgn(f(x) - r*(x)) and ;t = (gl(x),..., gd(x)) with {g, ,..., gd} 
a basis for S(r*:). We shall write 
X(r*) = {x E X: / w(x)(@(f)(x) - @(r*)(x))\ = jj Q(f) - @(r*)lll. 
(iii) There exist d + 1 consecutive points x1 < xe < ... < x~+~ in 
X N UT=, { yi} such that 
(4 I 4-~W(f)k) - W*)(xi))l = II W> - @(r*)II, 
i = 1, 2 ,..., d + 1, 
(b) wKf(.d - r*(xd>b> = (-lY wW(xd - fY-0 h>, 
i=l ,..., d + 1, where 
&l) gdxd . . . g,(xi-3 g,(xi+d .-- EL&i+3 
A,= ; i ; ; 
g&d kL&J . . . &3(X&1) &(X1+1> . * - g&+1) 
(iv) There exist d + 1 consecutive points xi E X N U%, ( yi} such that 
(a) I ~(xi>(@(f>(xi) - @(r*)(xJ)l =/I QT.0 - W*>ll, i = I,..., d + I, 
(b) sgn{[f(xJ - r*(xi)] IT) = (-l)i+l sgn([f(xl) - r*(xr)] n(xl)} 
for i = l,..., d + 1, where n(t) = ( ]>I - t)“ll ... ( yD - t)‘,n if p f 0 and 
IT(t) = 1 zfp = 0. 
The above theorem is established by suitably modifying the arguments 
found in [4, Theorem 3.1, p. 2861 for the operator setting. 
THEOREM 3.7. If I* E M is an optimal starting approxinlation for @p(f), 
then r* is unique. 
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4. CO~~PUTATION OF AN OPTIMAL STARTING- APPROSINATION 
In this section we shall examine the problem of computation of an optimal 
starting approximation for an operator @. The characterization theorems we 
have developed are of particular importance in estabhshing computationai 
procedures. From the classical theory an optimal starting approximation 
would be computed using a modified Relmes algorithm which invol:zs 
solving a nonlinear system of equations with Newton’s method of higher 
order. However, if the operator CD satisfies certain conditions then a best 
starting approximation can be more easily obtained. Moreover, the best 
starting approximation may be independent of the number of applications 
of @ provided this iteration is well-defined. We now wish to consider su:3kiezt 
conditions on @ for which this behavior occurs. The following definiticns 
and results are due to Meinardus and Taylor [6] and proofs wiil be omitted. 
SEFINITION 4.1. Let 4D: K + C(X) be a continuous operator. We say 
that @ possesses Property I at f E K provided for each i’ E K and x, j + Xj 
T’(X) /f(.-,-) = r( ;l)bf ( JV) implies 
implies 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let @: K-k C(X) be a continuous operator. cb is said 
to be one-sided atfprovided either G(k) 2 CD(f) for all k E Kor G(k) -< @(,f) 
for ail k E K. 
‘THEOREM 4.3. Let K be a cower subset of C(X) and @I K + C(X) be 
poinfwise strictly monotone, poifztwise $.xed and porsess Property I Gt fE R 
dzere G,(f) =f arzdf > 0 0% X. lV0I.m C(X) 641 /i ii I/ = ii iZj~‘l/~(/Z E C(X)>. 
Let r = p / q E &Ja, b] (a, b fixed) be rke best relatioe approximation to ,;‘ 
,frotn &,,,[a, b] with deviation A; that is, I/ (f - ~)rli~ = inf{[i (J - s>$eii,: 
SER ,,,,,b. bl). -rf M = K n &,,[ a, 0 is f7ozempty and relatively opetr ii7 ‘1 
&,,.[a, b] and 6r E M for 6 E [l/(i + h), l/(1 - h)] therr there esisis 
6, E (ljil + A), l/(1 - A)) for which 6,r is the best stahng approximatiot? 
J% f (with respect to CD). 
efinition 4.1 and Theorem 4.3 have rather natura’l analogs in the setting 
of uniform approximation (w(x) 3 1). 
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DEFINITION 4.4. The operator Sp is said to possess Property J at f E K 
if for each Y E K and s, y E X, f(x) - r(x) = f(y) - r(y) implies 
@(f)(x) - @(r)(x) = @f>(u) - W)(Y), and 0 <f(x) - r(x) -O(Y) -r(u) 
or 0 3 f(x) - V(X) > f(y) - r’(y) implies I @U>(y) - @(r>(y)1 > 
I @(f)(4 - W)W/. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let di: K + C(X), K a convex subset of C(X), and 
M = K n R,,n[a, b] be a relativeIy open subset of R.,,,,[a, b] with m < n. 
Assume @ is pointwise strictly monotone, pointwise fixed and possesses 
Property J at f E K - M. If r E R,&a, b] is the best uniform approximation 
to f from R,*,[a, b] with deviation h and if r + c EM for c E [--A, A] then 
there exists c0 E (-A, A) for which r + q, is the best starting approximation 
20 Q(f) from M. 
For the sake of any iteration we state the following theorem analogous to 
a result of Meinardus and Taylor [6]. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let @: K + K satisfy thebfollowing properties: 
(i) CD is coiztinuous 
(ii> W> = f 
(iii) CD is pointwise strictly monotone at f E K - M 
(iv) @ is a one-sided operator at f 
(v) @ possesses Property I (Property J) at f. 
Then djm = @(@“-l), m = 2, 3,... has all the same properties as @ and more- 
over the best starting approximation.for Q(f) is also the best starting approxi- 
mation for G’“(f), m = 2, 3 ,... . 
5. APPLICATION TO THE NEWTON OPERATOR 
In this section we shall apply the theory developed to the operator 
associated with the well-known Newton iteration scheme. Set 
s = (f E CZ(O, Go): f’,f” f 0 for all x > 0 and image f = (0, CO)]. 
The choice of (0, co) here is quite arbitrary. For a fixed x E [a, b] _C (0, a) we 
can solve the equation f-‘(y) - x = 0 by Newton’s method to obtain the 
value off at x where f E S. In particular, if y,,(x) = y(x) is the initial guess 
to f (x) then the sequence defined inductively by 
YnW = Yn-l(X) - lf -‘(Y,-l(X)> - xHf ‘v-l(YIL-l(xNI), it = 1, 2,... 
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represents the Newton iteration scheme for determining the unique zero 
0f the equati0nf-l(~~j - x = 0. 
8ur goal is to be abie to calculate f(x) for all x E Ca, b] on a computer. 
To accomplish this we shall select a class of functions M L R,lL,nfa, b] which 
are easily programmed and then select a memb er of M 5s the initial guess. 
Precisely, we wish to find an element r of M for which 
for all s E M where J:&x) denotes the 11th Newton iterate at x with initial 
guess s(x). This particular problem was first examined by D. G, Moursund 
and CT. D. Taylor [8] and is a generalization of the subroutine used to 
calculate x-1/z on a computer such as the CDC-3600. 
In order to apply the theory we have developed we must first determine 
a suitable convex subset K of C[a, b] such that the Newton operator ?YT; 
defined by 
maps K to K (so we may iterate). In [6] the following is established: 
CLZX (i). If f~ S and either f’ > 0 and f” < 0 on (0, co) or ,[’ < C 
and f” < 0 on (0, co> then 
K = (h E C[u, b]: h(x) > 0 for all x E [a9 .j;]) 
is a suitable choice for K. 
Case (ii)~ If ,f~ S and either f’ > 8 and fN > 0 or S’ < 0 and j” > C 
on (0, co) then there exists a function O, E Cjn, b] such that if 
R = (h E C[u, b]: 0 < h(x) < m,(x) 
then lPri : K 4 K. 
It is relatively straightforward to show that JVj is continuous, P&(J) = J” 
and -‘Vj is pointwise strictly monotone at J Moreover, ifSis in Case (ij then 
& is one-sided from above atf and forf in Case (ii) Ni is one-sided from below 
at f~ 
As previously mentioned the existence of a best starting approximation 
is in general a rather difficult problem. For the special choice off(,$ = .P, 
PL E (0, 1) or j(x) = e” existence has been established and, moreover, the 
best starting approximation is independent of the number of iterations. 
For f(x) = x”, 01 E (0, I), set 
K = (I7 E C[a, 61: h(x) > 0 for all x E [a, tr]), 
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where 0 < a < b. The operator Nf is then defined by 
for h E K. In the case of f(x) = e”, set 
K = (h E C[a, b]: 0 < h(x) < el+z for all x E [a, b]} 
and define 
for 12 E K. 
N,(h)(x) = h(x)(l + x - In /z(x)) 
THEOREM 5.1. For nz = 1, 2,... the following is true: 
(a) The best starting approximation for nz Newton iterations .for the 
calculation of X~ is 3/01rz where r, denotes the best relative approximation to xm 
from R,,,,[a, b] with deviation A, and 
y”l = L (1 + X,)0-1 - (I - A,)“-1 2(/3 -- 1) X,(1 - h,y”-l 1 ’ p=;. 
(b) The best starting approximation for nz Newton iterations for the 
calculation of ex is yr where r denotes the best relative approximation to ex 
from R,, Ja, b] with deviation h and 
The result (a) was obtained independently and simultaneously by D. L. 
Phillips [IO] and G. D. Taylor [16]. Part (b) of the theorem is established in [6]. 
The aforementioned Property J is a rather natural analog of Property I 
for the case of uniform approximation. The Newton operators used for 
approximatingf(x) = e” andf(x) = Y, (y. E (0, l), fail to possess Property J 
and hence Theorem 4.5 does not apply. However the Newton operator 
for approximating f(x) = In x does possess Property J as is easily verified. 
For 0 < a < b, set 
K = (11 E C[a, b]: A(x) > In x - 1 for all x E [a, b]) 
and deline 
N,,,(h)(x) = h(x) - 1 + xe-h(zp 
for h E K. It is straightforward to show that Nr,, : K -+ K, Ni,, is pointwise 
strictly monotone at In x and is one-sided from above. With the above the 
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following result can be established using the same techniques as in the proof 
of Theorem 5.1. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let Nlnx denote the Newton operator .for approximoiiig 
f(x) = In X, K as above and M = K r\ Rm,,z[a, b] where m < ;I. 2% best 
starting approximation (from M) for k Newton iterations for the ccrk-ulatim 
of in x (in the uniform norm) is r* + cO where r* is the besf w@forn: approxi- 
matioon to In x from Rm,n[a, b] with deviation h (we amme 0 < h < I) an2 
co = ln[sinh h/h]. 
6. FURTHER EXAMPLES OF OPERATQRS DEFINING ITER-~TIVE SCHEMES 
In the previous section we were concerned exclusively with iteration ~rsing 
Newton’s method. We shall now consider other iterative methods for the 
solution of equations. First we introduce the important concept of order 
which affords us a means of classifying the iterative schemes which we shali 
discuss. The following definition is due to Traub [ 171: 
DEFINITIQN 6.1. An iteration function z;, : El + El defined by 
G&J = Nk+l ) k = 0, 1, 2,... for finding a root ti of the equation 
f-“(y) - x = 0 (fixed X) is said to be of order p if there exists a nonzero 
constant C such that 1 .af(xk) - LY l/l x7. - ‘2 Ip + C as k + x. The number 
C is called the asymptotic error constant. 
It is clear that if the order of an iteration function exists, then it is unique. 
The iteration functions with which we are concerned are conkuous onc- 
point iteration functions; that is, each successive iterate .xkfl is obtained 
using only information from the previous iterate xJz With each iteration 
function ,Br(x,) = xkil we can, in a natural way, associate an iteration 
operator Gf : S + S C C[a, b] via Qf(.sk) = s;~+~ for approximating the 
function f E C[a, b]. The subset S of C[a, b] depends upon .f and [a, b]. We 
shall now consider a number of iteration operators associated with kncwn 
one-point iteration functions ia, forf(x) = e” andj(.u) = .x;ifl, p = 2. 3.,... . 
The one-point iteration functions o, which we shall be concerned with are 
order-preserving Pad6 rational approximations to a certain ciass of iteration 
functions generated by inverse hyperosculatory interpolation at a single point. 
A more detailed discussion of the above may be found in Traub [ 171. 
We shall now enumerate various iteration functions with orders 2, 3, and 4- 
For each function we shall define the associated iteration operator and a 
suitable choice for the convex set K. In most instances K is chosen so that 
iteration is well-defined. We shall only remark that the operators 
@fief(X) = x1/p, p = 2, 3,..* or f(x) = e*) considered are continuous, 
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pointwise strictly monotone atf, possess Property I at f and have f as a fixed 
point. With the above information Theorems 4.3 and 4.6 allow us to calculate 
optimal starting approximations although no such calculations will be 
presented. Recall that if the operator is not one-sided then the optimal 
starting approximation may not be independent of the number of iterations. 
Iteration Functions of Order 2 
1. First we shall only mention that the Newton iteration function 
already discussed has order of convergence 2. 
2. Iteration Function: x,+~ = .@A4 = (x,/P)[(P + 1) - (x,%)1 for 
approximating f (x) = xl/p, p = 2, 3 ,... . 
Convex Set: K = (I2 E C[a, b]: 0 < h(x) < ((p + 1) x)llp for all 
x E [a, b], 0 < a < b}. 
Iteration’operator: @#)(x) = (h(x)/p){(p + 1) - [(h(x))p/x]}, h E K. 
Properties: !.Df : K + K, Gf is one-sided from below at xlip, p = 2, 3,... . 
Remark. If r, denotes the best relative approximation to xl/* from 
R,,,[a, b] with deviation A, then we must require that 
A, d [(p + l)l’P - lll[(P + 1p + 11 
in order that 6r, EM for 6 E [l/(1 + A,), l/(1 - A,)]. 
Iteration Functions of Order 3 
1. (a) For approximation off(x) = e” on an interval [a, b]. 
Iteration function: 
X n+l = a,(~,) = x,[(2 + x - In x,)/(2 - x + In x,)]. 
Convex Set: K = (h E C[a, b]: /7(x) > ex-2 for all x E [a, b]}. 
Iteration Operator: 
@f,(h)@) = WN:! + x - In h(x))/(2 - x + In h(x))], h E K. 
Properties: Gf : K---f C[a, b] and so K needs to be further restricted 
to permit iteration. 
Remarks. If 1’ denotes the best relative approximation to ex from R,,,,[a, b] 
with deviation h then we must require that X < (e* - l)/(e2 + 1) (which is a 
very mild restriction since we always have A < 1) in order that Sr E M for 
6 E [l/Cl + 8, l/U - u. 
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(5) For approximation off(x) = xlia oil ia, b], 0 < a < b 
Iteration Function: 
x ni-1 = !zf(X,) = x,([(p - 1) x,p + (p +- 1) x]i[(p + 1) X,?P + (-tp - 1) xi;. 
Convex Set: K = (h E C[a, b]: /z(x) > 0 for all x E [a, 33). 
Iteration Operator: 
Property: Gj : K + K. 
2, (a) For approximation off(x) = es on [ff? b]. 
Iteration Function: x,+1 = ,E&n) = &xn[l f (ln -Yli - x - ly]. 
Convex Set: K = {lr E C[a, b]: h(x) > 0 :br al! x E [Q, bjj. 
Iteration Operator: @f(lz)(x) = $h(x)[l A- (in h(x) - x - I)“], 4 E X. 
Property: @f : K ---f K. 
(b) For approximation off(x) = x1/p on [a, b]: 0 < Q < b. 
Iteration Function: 
Convex Set: K = {IT E C[a, b]: h(x) > 0 for all x E [a, bj). 
Iteration Operator: 
Properties: TD~ : K -+ C[a, b] and so K needs to be fsrther restricted, 
Iteration Furzctlons of Order 4 
1, (a) For approximation off(x) = ez on [a, b] 
Iteration Function: 
x nti = of(x,) = x,[l - (In x,, - x) + *(ln x, - x)” - &(ln x, - xi”]. 
Convex Set: K = (A E C[a, 61: 0 < h(x) < er+‘o for ~11 x s [a; Sjj 
where I’~ is the unique real zero of 1 - u + &zP - Qw” = 0. 
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Iteration Operator: 
Df(h)(x) = &c)[l - (In h(x) - x) + *(In /z(x) - x)” - &(ln /z(x) - #:)3! 
for h E K. 
Properties: Qf : K + K, @ is one-sided from below at ez. 
Remark. If r denotes the best relative approximation to e” from R,,,,[a, b] 
with deviation h we must require that h < (eTO - l)/(eQ + 1). 
jb) For the approximation of x1/” on [a, b], 0 < a < b. 
Iteration Function: 
x,+1 = @f(XJ = - $ [( ““;,?; “) + + ( x”:,n; x)2 
+ (P-1)&7--1) xnp--- 3-p 
6p2 ( X,” 1 1. 
Convex Set: K = {h E C[a, b]: h(x) > 0 for all x E [a, b]}. 
Iteration Operator: 
Gf(/7>(xj = _ h(x) WW - x + P - 1 (h(x))p - x 4 
P N @(x))P ) 2P ( (h(x))~ ) 
+ (P - $P - 1) 
( 
(h(x))p - x B _ p 
(h(x))” 1 1 
for h E K. 
Properties: Gf : K -+ K, Qf is one-sided from above at x1/p. 
For the next two iteration functions we shall only be concerned with the 
approximation of e*. 
2. Iteration Function: 
E (In x, - x) x7L+1 = mf(xJ = -&2 l - 1 + *(In x, _ X) + &In & _ x)2 * 1 
Convex Set: K = {h E C[a, b]: h(x) > 0 for all x E [a, b]). 
Iteration Operator: 
Df(h)(x) = h(x) [ 1 - (In M-4 - 5) 1 1 + $(ln /Z(X) - X) + &(ln h(x) - x)” ’ h E K. 
Properties: Qj : K + K. 
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3. Iteration Function: 
Convex Set: K = (II 15 C[a, b]: /I(-<) > es--3 for all .‘c E la, b]j. 
Iteration Qperator: 
@,(h)(xj = h(x) [I + 
(In /z(x) - x)(ln /Z(X) - x - 6) - 
2(ln h(x) - .‘: + 3) 1* 
12 E K. 
Properties: @f : K - K, Gf is one-sided from above at es. 
Renzzrk. We must require that h < (e3 - I)/(e3 $ I), where X denotes the 
error associated with Y, the best relative approximation to ez on [a, b] from 
R,,,[a; b]. As noted before, this restriction is extremely mild since we always 
have h < 1. 
Finally we shall examine an iteration function due to Kiss (see [IT]) 
which also has order of convergence 4. As above we shall only consider the 
iteration function for approximating e” on [a, b]. 
4. Iteration Function: 
Convex Set: K = {k E C[a, b]: e”-” -C k(x) < F+? for sll x E [a, bj). 
Iteration Operator: 
@,(h)(x) = k(x) [l - 
(In /z(x) - $)(l + +(ln h(+~) - x)) 
I 1 + (In II(X) - X) + k(ln A(>:) - 3:)” ’ 
A E K. 
Properties: Qf : K --f K, Qf is one-sided from beiow at e”. 
Remark. We must require that h < (e” - 1)/i? + I), where h is the 
error associated with I’, the best relative approxknation to ez from R,,,,[G, 5;” 
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